Interstitial pressure of subcutaneous nodules in melanoma and lymphoma patients: changes during treatment.
Interstitial pressure (IP) is a physiological variable that may have its greatest influence on the transport of high-molecular-weight therapeutic agents. IP in tumor nodules was measured in patients with metastatic melanoma or non-Hodgkin's lymphoma to determine the influence of this physiological variable on treatment outcome. The wick-in-needle technique was used to measure IP at time points before and after treatment with a variety of immunotherapy and chemotherapy regimens. Selected patients had IP measurements during chemotherapy or immunotherapy infusions. Ultrasound or computed tomography was used to evaluate the size of the studied lesions and their relationship to normal structures. The mean baseline IP in melanoma nodules (n = 22) and lymphoma nodules (n = 7) was 29.8 and 4.7 mm Hg, respectively (P = 0.013 for the difference between tumor types). In a subset of melanoma nodules for which IP had been measured before and after treatment, the IP increased significantly over time for nonresponding melanoma lesions from a baseline of 24.4 to 53.9 mm Hg after treatment (P = 0.005) and decreased in melanoma lesions that responded to treatment where the mean baseline and post-treatment IPs were 12.2 and 0 mm Hg, respectively (P = 0.001 for the difference in IP profiles between responding and nonresponding lesions). Six of seven lymphoma nodules responded completely to chemotherapy or radiation. The single nodule that did not respond had a baseline IP of 1 mm Hg that increased to 30 mm Hg after treatment. Tumor IP differs significantly between melanoma and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. The changes in IP over time differ significantly between responding and nonresponding melanoma lesions. IP that increases during treatment appears to be associated with tumor progression in these tumor types.